(~ov e mb e r 21 , 1962) Th e mutual inductance a n alog of the ge neralized Thompso n-Lampa rd theorem (fo r cross capacitances) is developcd . An infinitely long cage of fiv e parall el wires can yield an abso lute inductance of 10-7 In 3+ V5 2 h enries pe r m eter. End-erIects of order I / F occm in a fini te cage, but can be redu ced to order 1/14 by u sin g eight wires.
h enries pe r m eter. End-erIects of order I / F occm in a fini te cage, but can be redu ced to order 1/14 by u sin g eight wires.
The eight -wire cage bas t h e advantage of overd etermined r elations among t he indu etances to be m eas urrd, a lJ o\\'in g a n estimate of experimental erro r in t he calibratio n of a standard. Errors due to fa ulty cage geomet ry a rc sb o wn to be of t he order of :I in 10 '.
Th e Thompson-Lampard t lworem rebtes to the cross-capil.Citances of H cyli ndrica.l CO I1-figuration of conductors. Consider a conducting cyli ndricfll sh ell whose right cross section is an arbitrary closed curve, divided into four segments by infinitesim al gaps . The generalized theorem 1 states thflt t he two cross capacitan ces, per unit length of the eylindC'l', arc related by where r e (often written EO) is the electric constant of the system of ullits co nsid ered .
The generality of this theorem suggests that a n a nalogous t heor em s ho uld exist for the mu tual inducta nces of a cage of p arallel wires. Consider first an infini tcly long cage of four parallel wires, pen etr ating a transyerse plan e flS in figure l.
Three mutual inductances are involved; the pairs of loops whose traces in the plane are (1) ab and cd, (2) art and be, (3) ae and bd. In case (1), the mutual inductance per unit cage lcn gth is
where r m is the magnetic constant, often written f..Lo. By co nsider in g a, b, e, d to be points in a complex variable plane, we can write We shall find it convenient to use
where A is the square of the absolute value of the cross ratio x . The desired theorem is a nonhomogeneous identity among the several mutual inductances. It can be expressed as an identity among the cross ratios. Thus the problem is to find a geometrical identity among the cross ratios of a set of points in a plane. Now
yielding the identity
If the four points lie on a circle (including a straight line), the cross ratios are real (and positive), so that IX1 1+lx21= 1, yielding (5) corresponding to tho Thompson-Lampard theorem. Unfortunately, departures from a Clrcular locus make the x's complex, and eq (4) no longer implies any relation between the Ix!'s.
The third possible pairing corresponds to crossed loops, with and is related to the others through yielding the homogeneous identity,
which is a circuit relation, independent of the cage configuration;
Pentagonal Cage
For a five-wire cage, there are five pairs of sides ( fig. 2 ) . T here are fiv e mutual inductances corr esponding to pairs of nonadj acent sides:
There ar e also five crossed-pairs ( fig. 3 ):
(Illustrating loops for N).
r elated to the-xi thl'ougJI the identity which yields the circuit r elation
The five Xi are mutually related by the nonhomogeneous identities (6) These identities \\Till be shown to yield n,n identity among lXi i, and t herefore among the m i' The r esult is the d.es ired analog of t he Thompson-LfI,mp ard theorem.
. Derivation of Theorem for Pentagonal Cage
The identities (6) with i= l and i = 2 cfl,n b e combined to yield.
The identi ties (6) for i = 1,2,3,5 yield directly
We also have the purely algebraic identity Using (7) and (8), this becomes
Now iden tity (6) for i = l , yields
Solving (1 0) for {3t{32, squaring for {3i{3~, and substituting from (11) for {3i, at, and from the similar relations for {3~, a2, leads to lengthy algebraic manipulation which yields
R eplacin g each A i by e -41rmi / rm yields the mutual inductance identity.
If the pentagon is regular, the A i are equal, and (12) can b e factored:
The allowable roots are corresponding to
471" 2 (The two roots are reciprocal, so yield the same absolute value of mutual inductance.)
3 . Application (13) In principle, we measure the approxim ately equal m j by comparison with a standard, m. The assumed value of the standard is in error by an unknown factor (1 + 15). The object of the experiment is to determine 
'/ I Substitution into the theorem (12) yields an nnplicit equation for 0 in terms of the observed mi. In practice, there will be random measurement errors associated with each mi' These will be treated in a later section. A more serious problem is presented by the fact that we cannot measure the inductance per unit length of an infinite cage, but only the change with the length of a finite cage-i.e., end effects must be considered.
End Effects
Consider two loops of length l, the loop planes cutting the transverse plane ( fig. 4 ) in the lines Pi-l and Pi+l'
The mutual inductance is given by the double line integral around the two'loops:
End effects arise from the truncation of the cage at length l, and"also from the couplings among the shorting bars of length Pi-l and Pi+! at the cage ends. The -expression forMi becomes:
where r is the distance in the transverse plane between point u on Pi-l and point v on PH I'
Since we are considering inductance per unit length, we are interested in particularly when l is l:1l'ge compared to the cross dimensions of the cage. We have 
The p2/l2 end-effect is in tolera ble. Equation (19) suggests tbe use of an octagon, cos 8= o.
For a regular octagon, 
with a tolerable end-effect. Errors due to irregularity of the octagon will be treated later.
. Octagonal Cage
Since cross ratios are invariant under bilinear transformations, three points of a polygonal cage can be chosen arbitrarily. This implies that there are 2 (n -·3 ) independent mutual inductances. For the pentagon, 2 (n -3) = 4 , providing one identity among the five mutual inductances. In the case of an octagon , there are 10 independent mutual inductances, so the 8 pairs of mutually perpendicular sides are insufficient. There are, however, additional pairs of perpendicular loops ( fig. 5) . Fortunately, the dotted pair and the solid pair have the same nominal value of mutual inductance. Among the 16 mutual inductances now under consideration, there are two circuit identities, leaving 14 essentially independent measurements. This is a sufficient overdetermination of the cross ratios of the cage to yield a reasonable estimate of the validity of the final determination of 8 in the presence of random errors of measurement.
•
For th e two se ts of mut u al inductan ces per uni t length , of an infin i te cage, we have r m (J~-2(J~ I "
. n i = 4 -ln 2 2 + , mdl Ccs m od 8.
I t does no t seem feasible to express the geometric idell tity amon g the cr oss r atios explicitly, as was done for th e pen tagon eq (12). Ther e is, however, a useful procedure for t he application of the inherent iden tity, i.e., for th e determination of th e calibration constant , O. W e a t tribu te all r n,ndom m easurements errors to r andom variations of th e standard, i .e., to variations in O. This ar tifice simplifies th e problem n,nd at the sam e t im e yields a conserva tive estim a te of the r eliabili ty of the calibration of t he standard inductor .
We modify eq (14) to the form
to allow for errors in t he 16 inducta nce determinations. If t here were no exp erimen tal errors, all Oi would be equal , and would b e overdetermined by th e 16 eq (24) . A com pu ter progr anl could b e developed to assign positions to th e cage wires t hat would m ak e eq (24) 
C age coordinates are to b e assigned to minimi ze 8 2 • From eq (24) , we h ave
The theoretical values m t, ni, are computed from assigned cage coordinates using eq (23).
Since the mi and ni depend only upon cross ratios, and cross ratios are unaffected by bilinear transformations, three of the cage points can be arbitrarily assigned. The other five are then adjusted to minimize 8 2 • When 8 2 is minimized, the term in braces in (26) (27) For displacement of cage wires from the vertices of a regular octagon, both ~m i and ~n i are at a saddle point. In fact, for displacement of anyone wire in a direction making an angle cp with the radius from the octagon center, we have
Thus an ignored displacement of one wire from its regular position would affect 8 2 , but not 0, to first order. The second order effect on 0 vanishes if averaged over all directions of displacement.
End Effects
The use of a regular octagon reduces end effects to terms in I jl~. Departures from regularity introduce end effects in Ijl2. Formulas (18) and (19) in M t are converted to the corresponding formulas in Ni by the following changes:
where CPt is the angle between T i-2 and T i (fig. 6 ).
The computed mt and nt used for minimizing 8 2 eq (26) can be taken from eq (19) and its ni equivalent, thus automatically allowing for end effects. Ignoring these end effects by using the infinite-cage formula in the minimization would still produce only a small errol' .
'P. For a regular octagon, eq (21) yields a fractional error of in 1n 1, and the corresponding formula for n i yields a fractional error of The resulting fractional error in ~(mt + n i) is approximately -7 p4/1\ which is of the order of 10-7 for p/1= O.Ol.
We must also investigate the error arising from the Ijl2 term for a slightly irregular octagon. For the m i, we have € i= P i-lP H l cos 8;/1 2 In 2 and for the n i , €i = T i-2T i cos 1>;/12 In 2. Byeq (27), these terms lead to an erroneous 0, or fractional error in the mutual inductance assigned to the standard, equal to "it:
If points 1, 2, 3 are fixed, and the other five displaced from nominal by 1J 1, we find 
. Other Errors
A bent wire, with zero average displacement, is expected to yield an error similar to that of an ignored displacement, but of lower order. An ignored displacement affects 8 2 (0) but not 8. This would have more effect on the reliability of calibration than on the calibration constant itself. Exact analysis of the bent wire situation is difficult; the effect should be checked experimentally by adding known perturbations to the cage.
The analysis has assumed ideal wires. Actual construction requires finite diameters. It is well known (and easily shown) that at zero frequency, such wires are equivalent to ideal wires. Proximity effects on the current distribution can be experimentally lumped with skin effect, and the net effect evaluated by making measurements at various frequencies. N ongeometrical effects, such as produced by the permeability of the wire and supports, will be investigated in the future.
. Conclusion
It has been shown that there is a mutual inductance analog of the Thompson-Lampard theorem. In particular, a design is proposed wherein end effects are substantially reduced. The mutual inductance of this design is In 2/ 10 }J-h/m.
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